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6 November, 2020 

Dear All, 

The first week after October half-term, I think, is always one of the hardest in many ways – 

nagging tiredness; a total failure to remember how to follow basic rules after a week’s 

freedom; excitement at seeing their friends; Halloween, Bonfire Night and, of course, talk of 

Christmas, all contribute to making children just that little bit more excitable and agitated. 

Getting them back into school, reminding them of routines and cajoling them to engage in 

study is always tough when nights have drawn in and it is that little bit colder.  

How much tougher in a week when a national lockdown is announced on a Saturday 

evening and anxiety from parents, pupils and society in general is increasing? To add to the 

uncertainty around lockdown, any guidance for schools on what was and was not 

permissible was not released until Wednesday, and then changed on Thursday (care homes 

still did not have guidance on Thursday).  

We all need humour at times like this and the cartoon which was sent to me below made me 

smile (it is also great that we live in a democracy where we can laugh at our leaders in such 

a manner, something particularly pertinent as events in America have developed since 

Tuesday night).    

The calm professional manner in which you have all gone about our core business this week 

is very much appreciated. Thank you to all of you for all you are doing to make things as 

normal as possible for children and colleagues. 

In other news, I am delighted to let you know that the plan for the South Devon University 

Technical College in Newton Abbot to join Education South West continues apace. We have 

now met with staff and unions and I am confident that this will happen from January 1st. This 

represents a real opportunity to grow the provision currently offered to children as well as 

develop a suite of alternative qualifications to better cater for all learners. Please don’t 

hesitate to get in touch if you have any questions around this. 

Have a good weekend when it comes. 

 

Matthew  

P.S. This was sent to me by a member of ESW staff (thank you, you know who you are) in case this has 

been missed by anyone. It isn’t a King’s Ransom but is worth doing.   Martin Lewis in his email this week 

there is an item about how, even if only required to work from home for one day, you can claim WFH 

tax relief for the whole year: https://blog.moneysavingexpert.com/2020/04/martin-lewis--working-from-

home-due-to-coronavirus--claim-p6-wk-

/?utm_source=MSE_Newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_term=27-Oct-20-50644822-

1548&utm_campaign=nt-hiya&utm_content=7 
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